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An income
strategy for
•
pensioners

Perkins teaching people
to function as a team
MOVERS & SHAKERS
Kieren Perkins
,pLAYERS win, coaches
lose.
In business, CEOs are
like coaches, but they are
nothing without their team.
This was one of the messages
delivered by retired Olympic
swimmer Kieren Perkins at the
recent Australian Institute of
Management awards night in
Caloundra.
Even though the man himself is
famous for the very solitary sport
of distance swinuning, he knows
more than most that Iris gold
medals would not have happened
without a support crew.
"One of the greatest resources
is the team of people around
you," he said.
"For my first Olympics, 1
trained for thousands of hours
over six years for that opportunity and the final was less than 15
minutes. All that lead-up work
was done with a big group of
people around me.
"When head coach Don Talbot

came to the Australian swim
team in the 90s, the sport was
very fragmented, individualistic
and not very successful. He
showed us the power of working '
together as teams, sharing ideas
to get the best out of ourselves. It
drove us to number one.
"At that race moment, you're
on your own, but in so many
ways, it's the smallest part of
what you do, to be honest."
These days, the 38-year-old
doesn't even swim laps and is
''happily retired" but working as
the Queensland head of business
development and acquisitions
with NAB Private Wealth.
It might seem like a strange
leap, until you learn what he did
after leaving swinuning.
He worked in brand management and marketing before moving into business consulting, a
company that was bought out by
global firm Rogen SI in 2007.
Mr Perkins moved back to his
home town of Brisbane from
Sydney, but commuted south for
two years as a partner of Rogen.
NAB had been a client and a
casual discussion one day resulted in the move to his CillTent
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Brisbane-based role, which he
has had for two years. "I still get
some scepticism (about my background)," he said. "On one hand,
it gets me into doors no one else
can get into, but I've got to work
bloody hard to justify my experience once I'm in.
"I look after Brisbane north
and we have some clients on the

Coast, so 1get up there a bit."
Mr Perkins had some -more
advice for business leaders.
"Have a learning mindset, we
think we're just supposed to
invent it all or know better but
you need to have the confidence
and fortitude to ask questions,
look for help, find ideas, experience and innovation.
"It helps to have presence of
mind to be present all the time
and to see opportunities and ,
lessons to work out ways to take
the good and replicate it and fix
the bad and do it better next time.
"Engage people around you
with direction and a clear vision.
Then, all of these things are
much easier to achieve.
"Be strong, committed to your
values, consistent and honest.
"And the challenge is being
able to contextualise everything.
If you can't put performance into
perspective and deal with it appropriately, you are likely to
handle things poorly and blow
things out of proportion.
"Business is not very good at
that. They tend to get caught up
in this year'$ results, that they're
the be-all and end-all."

AIM announces top
managers on the Coast
DR leading managers
have been recognised at
the 2011 Management
Excellence Awards,
hosted by the Australian Institute
of Management and featuring
Kieren Perkins (above).
Awards chair Julie Boyd said
the wiuners were judged on their
ability to manage complex tasks
and processes, mentor staff,
develop best practices and balance commitments.
"The winners are successful,
motivated people who have a
marked impact on their staff and
peers and contribute positively to
the culture of their workplaces,"
she said.
t Rural/Remote Manager of the
Year, Selena Cartwright of Bald-
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ODAY let's think about annuities.
The figures were provided by
Challenger Life Company
Limited.
A couple are both aged 70, own their
own home and have $100,000 in the
bank. Their only other financial asset is
their superannuation and its valu.e.-has

dropped to S400,OOO. They have left their
super in the accumulation stage and have
been living off their savings.
They are asset-tested and are receiving

an aged pension of S19,419 a year.
A possible strategy may be to have an
each-way bet - leave half their funds in
super in a balanced portfolio and then
start an account-based pension using the
other half of their portfolio to buy individuallifetime annuities.
If they each buy an annuity for

5100,000, the total combined income
from those annuities will be $11,495 in the

first year: 56066 for him and 55429 for
her. If either one dies before 15 years, the
balance will be paid to their estate.
Because they are asset-tested, the
' purchase oUhe annuities will not change
their aged pension. Their base income will
become $30,914 a year - aged pension

.-

519,419 and annuity income of 511,495. If
this is insufficient, as it may well be, they
can start to draw an account based pen-

sion of at least 57500 a year.

win Cartwright Lawyers: Oudges'

comments) had a vision to create
a firm that could help people no
matter what life threw their way.
t Young Manager, Matthew
Dunn of PJT Accountants and
Business Advisors: demonstrated
excellent business development
capability. He is a strong mentor
to staff and has a keen interest in
their personal development.
t Not for Profit Manager, Anton
Mogg of the Noosa Heads Surf
Lifesaving Club: was singled out
for his extraordinary grasp of his
people, his stakeholders and his
community. He has been instrumental in the outstanding finanCial, internal and external
improvements to the club.
• Owner Manager, Kevin Covey

Noel Whittaker

Renee Conan and Wendy Hornsby.

Vanessa Webster and Geoff Butler.

and growing the business to
of Covey Associates: is founder
and managing director of a multi- serve local, national and internaaward-winning company with an
tional clients, and the attainment
. of SCIT's enviable record in enviexcellent record in diverse engineering projects across Australia
ronmental sustainability.
• TAFE Medal of Management
and overseas. Kevin has achieved
Excellence, Kim Edwards of Sea
sustainability through proactive
English Academy.
regional diversification.
• Professional Manager, Ross
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Aged pensions are usually indexed for
inflation, so the combination of the aged
pension and the annuity will provide them
with an indexed guaranteed income of
$30,914 a year from day one. No matter
what the markets do, they can depend on
having a substantial income for life that
will keep up with inflation.
Annuities can be an inflexible investment and there can be exit fees if the
annuitant has a change of heart and
wants to get out of the contract. This is
why it is important to involve your fi'nancial advisor when deciding if one is
appropriate for you and to make sure you
are aware of the disadvantages as well as
the benefits that annuities carry.
Noel Whittaker;s a co-founder of Whittaker Macnaught pry Ltd. His aavice is general in nature and readers should seek their
own profeSSional advice before making
any financial decisions.
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